
Polle Interior – is an independent Belarusian brand, which creates premium 
class interior items. 
For over 3 years, we have been making our world more aesthetic and 
ecological. 
We value nature harmony and offer you to feel it, and to appreciate a joy of 
each lived moment.  
  
Therefore, we decided to develop interior products, which can create cosiness 
and be closer to nature.    

Let’s start with cutting board. We create it especially for those who loves to cook and 
feels pleasure of process. There are inserts of European marble in wood that keep nature 
beauty and integrity after knife touch and give to all the items strict aesthetic.  
Impregnated wood retains its shape and does not suffer from the water absolutely. 
Try it yourself. 

The food is ready and it is time to serve it. Our service board will cope with it. The board 
created in minimalistic design of solid wood and it is practical enough. 
Thanks to appropriate cutout you can carry over a glass of wine or join together several 
these boards. 

Coaster. A universal stand for hot drinks and wine. It looks aesthetic, beautiful, strict. 
Cubism and minimalism contributes to design. It is create of solid wood and insert of 
Portugal marble or Spain quartz. You may choose many variations of wood and stone 
combinations based on your preferences and design. 

Commercial offer 
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CREATED FOR PERFECTION 

This double coaster looks like previous variant with the exception of obvious detail – it is for 
two. 
For those who always dream and wish to highlight a special soiree, this option is an exclusive. 



Why do you need to choose Polle interior: 
- Quality product, created out of best materials only 
-  Elaborated product packaging guarantees quality preservation 
and excellent presentation 
- Universal design appropriated to any interior 
-100% Eco-friendly 
 
Other reasons to choose us you will find yourself by mailing us 
polle.interior@gmail.com or find us in Instagram:  

https://www.instagram.com/polleinterior/ 
 

 

CREATED FOR PERFECTION 

Commercial offer 

Slicing products and compartmental dish is a perfect way to arrange all foodstuff 
bought for soiree. Peerless solid wood and handcraft – are enough things to create A 
memorable atmosphere of pleasure meetings in company. 

There are items, which will fit to any interior design, and our coffee table will make your 
room more harmonic and decorate it. 
Write us, and we will tell you about any moment of creating our products in details. 

Effective dishes serving is very important and priority for the harmony of the meeting. 
You can create the right atmosphere with our board for dishes and alcohol shots. 

Wineholder. It is capable to draw attention of guests, create an appropriate 
atmosphere for magnificent soiree. It perfectly accomodates a bottle of wine and 
snack. 
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PRICE 

Compartmental dish 

EUR w/o vat 

80,0 

Cutting board 80,0 

Coaster 25,0 

Double coaster 30,0 

Coffee table 210,0 

Wineholder 250,0 

Service board 20,0 

Board for dishes & shots 55,0 
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